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Abstract: We report a prototype of high-speed real-time physical random
bit generator based on a chaotic laser. The chaotic laser consists of a
semiconductor laser with optical feedback in fiber external cavity
configuration. The chaotic laser intensity signal is quantized into binary
stream by differential comparison which makes the amplitude distribution
symmetric with respect to zero mean value. An exclusive-OR gate
operation between two raw binary streams from the chaotic signal and its
delayed signal is used to overcome the influences of the weak periodicity
induced by the external cavity resonance inherent in the chaotic laser. After
exclusive-OR operation, the prototype can generate a single fast random bit
stream in real time without any off-line processing procedures. Its bit rate
can be handily and continuously tuned up to 4.5 Gbps by a trigger clock.
Experiment results demonstrate that our generator possesses high-quality
randomness with verified by the three-standard-deviation criterion and
industry-benchmark statistical tests.
©2010 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction
Random bit or number generators are key ingredients in a large number of fields such as
scientific computations [1], stochastic experiments [2], cryptography [3] and communications
[4]. In particular, the security of communication and cryptography vitally depends on the
quality and quantities of random ciphers (i.e., random bits or numbers).
Perfect encryption should resort to the provably unbreakable system found by Shannon,
‘one time pad’, where the plain text is encrypted by modular addition to a stream of non-
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deterministic random ciphers that is used only once and not shorter than the plain-text [5].
However, this idea of ‘one time pad’ has not been widely used in practice. One of the main
technical impediments is the difficulty of real-time high-quality random cipher generation
whose rate must not be lower than the current high communication rate.
Pseudo-random bit generators based on classical computer algorithms have the ability to
produce fast random bits, but they are fully deterministic or periodic and thus not appropriate
for secure applications. In contrast to pseudo-random bit generators, physical random bit
generators can offer non-determined random bits and ensure the confidentiality, because they
commonly operates by measuring unpredictable physical processes such as thermal noise
from a resistors [6], frequency jitter of an oscillator [7], elapsed time between emission of
particles during radioactive decay [8], electrical chaos in nonlinear circuits [9] and photonevents in attenuated light [10–13]. However, these conventional physical random bit
generators have been limited in bandwidth to very slow rates at Mbps and do not satisfy
completely the requirements of unconditional secure modern communications with data rates
at Gbps.
In recent years, intensive effort has been devoted to develop fast physical random bit
generators so as to replace high-speed pseudo-random bit generators. Optical chaos [14–22],
laser phase noise [23, 24], amplified spontaneous emission [25–29] and quantum vacuum
states [30–33] have been widely employed as broadband entropy sources for Gbps or even
faster non-determined random bit generation. However, to our knowledge, most of these
studies except for that reported in Refs [14], [21]. and [31] are demonstrated in theory
through offline computer processing for experimental waveform data of physical entropy
sources. Strictly speaking, they do not generate continuous random bit stream with verified
randomness in real time, whereas real-time output is necessary in practical applications for a
random bit generator.
In the meantime, even for these few systems of real-time fast physical random bit
generation, the stable output of a high-quality random bit stream in a long time is actually not
an easy task. Specifically, Uchida et al. in 2008 experimentally realized the generation of 1.7
Gbps continuous random bit stream by digitizing the output of two chaotic semiconductor
lasers with 1-bit ADCs, but such a system requires a constant average laser intensity and a
carefully tuned bit decision voltage that are difficult to stay for long [14]. In 2011, our group
generated 2.87 Gbps random bit sequence in real time by using a bandwidth-enhanced chaotic
laser from an optical feedback laser diode with optical injection, whereas we also suffer from
the similar problems [21]. Later, Symul et al. demonstrate 2 Gbps real-time random bit
generation using vacuum fluctuations, but their scheme is inconvenient from the viewpoint of
practical applications because of the inevitable use of optical spatial components for vacuum
state detection [31]. Therefore, there is a great necessity to achieve practical high-speed
physical random bit generators for actual needs.
In this paper, we report a prototype of integrated physical random bit generator. Our
system utilizes optical fiber components to construct a chaotic laser as the broadband physical
entropy source so that it is relatively robust to environmental fluctuations. Utilizing
differential comparison and quantization technique, we avoid the strict threshold voltage
adjustment as in Refs [14]. and [21] to generate good binary sequences. Finally, our generator
can output high-speed and real-time continuous random bit stream with no need of any offline processing, after an exclusive-OR operation between the two binary sequences. The bit
rate of our generator is controlled by a trigger clock and can be continuously tuned up to 4.8
Gbps. The generated random bit streams with this generator are bias-free and mutually
independent according to the criteria of three-standard-deviation and can pass successfully
industry-standard benchmark tests for randomness provided by the National Institute of
Standard Technology (NIST) [34].
2. Experimental Setup
The schematic layout of the prototype of physical random bit generator based on chaotic laser
is shown in Fig. 1(a), which includes two main parts: a chaotic laser as physical entropy
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source and an electronic circuit for quantization. Correspondingly, Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) are the
associated external and internal photographs of this prototype whose overall size is 30 cm ×
26 cm × 12 cm. Specific operation procedures of our system are as below.

Fig. 1. Device structure. (a) Schematic block diagram of the prototype of physical random bit
generator based on optical chaos. LD, a distributed feedback laser diode; OC, an optical
circulator; VA, a variable optical attenuator; FC, a fiber coupler; PD, a photo-detector; Tee,
Tee connector; COM, a 1-bit comparator; DFF, a D-type flip-flop; CLK, a trigger clock; XOR,
an exclusive-OR gate. (b) External photograph and (c) internal photograph of the prototype
with a overall size of 30 cm × 26 cm × 12 cm.

The chaotic laser consists of a distributed feedback laser diode (LD, WTD LDM5S752)
subject to external optical feedback with a ðber ring cavity, biased at 1.6 times threshold
current and stabilized at 1554 nm by a temperature controller. Polarization-maintaining fibers
are used for all the optical fiber components. The LD connects to an 80:20 optical fiber
coupler (FC) whose principal output passes through a variable optical attenuator (VA) onto a
optical circulator (OC), forming the fiber feedback cavity with a time delay on 74 ns and a
feedback strength of 40%. Such an optical feedback drives the LD into high-frequency
chaotic oscillation, whose characteristics will get detailed analyses in the next section.
The output of chaotic laser is converted and amplified into an electrical stochastic signal
through a 12 GHz photodetector (PD, NEW FOCUS Model1554-B) coupled with a directcurrent blocking capacitor, which then is split into two beams through a following Tee
connector (Tee). After a time lag of τ1 between the two beams shown in Fig. 1(a), each of
them is differentially coupled into a comparator with a 5 GHz equivalent bandwidth (COM,
ADCMP567) so that two binary streams are obtained through comparing these associated
differential inputs of their respective comparators. Here, note that there are also other time
lags between the two differential inputs in each COM [i.e., τ2 and τ3 shown in Fig. 1(a)]. After
that, two D-type flip-flop with a 6 GHz maximum frequency (DFF, MC10EP52) triggered by
the same clock (CLK) are applied to each binary stream so as to generate two raw random bit
steams with a determined bit rate, respectively.
Finally, the two raw random bit streams extracted from the chaotic signal and its delay
signal with a time lag τ1 between them undergo a logical exclusive-OR gate (XOR,
MC10EP08) so that a real-time continuous high-quality random bit stream with good
randomness can be obtain at the output of XOR gate, which will be observed and recorded by
an oscilloscope in our experiment.
3. Experimental results
3.1 Chaotic laser characteristics
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the measured power spectral density (PSD) and temporal
waveform of the chaotic laser operating in the conditions mentioned in section 2. In our
measurements, the 12-GHz PD mentioned above, a RF spectrum analyzer with a cutoff
frequency of 26.5-GHz (Agilent N9020A, 1 MHz RBW, 3 KHz VBW, 10 ms Sweep time,)
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and a real time oscilloscope with 6-GHz bandwidth (LeCroy SDA806Zi-A) are used. In
addition, the measured PSD here is a result with average times of 100 and thus it is slim and
smooth. According to the bandwidth definition of the span between zero and the frequency
where 80% of the energy is contained, the bandwidth of the chaotic laser is calculated as
about 7 GHz, which guarantees high-speed random bit generation at rates up to Gbps.

Fig. 2. Characteristics of chaotic laser. (a) Measured power spectral density (PSD) and (b)
temporal waveform of the chaotic laser; (c) probability density function (histogram) and (d)
autocorrelation function of the temporal waveforms of the chaotic laser.

At the same time, one must note that the chaotic laser with optical feedback has also two
inherent shortcomings unfavorable for high-quality random bit generation. The first one is the
asymmetric amplitude distribution, which is a typical feature for chaotic systems [35, 36].
Figure 2(c) is the probability density function (histogram) of our chaotic waveforms for a 50
μs data steam, where negative values appear more frequently than positive values. It is
difficult for such an asymmetric histogram to perform an equipartition and also difficult to
achieve a stationary distribution in short time. Consequently, bias is introduced unavoidably
when the chaotic laser is directly converted to a binary sequence by comparing with a
constant threshold voltage. This is the main reason that the previous real-time methods for
random bit generation need a careful adjustment of decision voltage and they are hard to work
smoothly in a long time. The other one is the weak periodicity associated with optical
feedback cavity. It can be characterized clearly through the autocorrelation function of the
time series. Shown in Fig. 2(d), there is a peak with a correlation coefficient about 0.2 at the
location of a delay time 74 ns which corresponds to the round trip time in the external
feedback cavity. This kind of weak periodicity cannot be completely eliminated by simply
varying the cavity length or feedback strength [37]. These two problems will be dealt with
using differential comparison and self-delay XOR techniques in our system, which will be
introduced in the second part of this section.
3.2 Random bit generation with differential comparison method
As mentioned above, the conventional quantization to chaotic signal through directly
comparing with a threshold needs an accurately decision voltage. This induces the difficulty
of longtime stable operation and has a highly adverse effect on practical applications because
of the asymmetric amplitude distribution and the threshold voltage drift. To solve this
problem, the differential comparison technique is used in our generator. As shown in Fig.
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1(a), the practical differential comparison operation of our comparators (i.e. COM in Fig. 1) is
realized as follows: the chaotic signal V(t) and its delayed signal V(t-τ) are connected to the
differential logic input ports of a COM so that a high level (i.e. logical ‘1’) is obtained when
V(t)-V(t-τ) > 0 and otherwise a low level (i.e. logical ‘0’) is produced. In other words, the
varying physical quantity V(t-τ) would be regarded as a real threshold voltage when V(t) is
treated as the quantized stochastic signal. In principle or theory, this differential comparison
process is equivalent to produce a binary sequence via a COM by comparing chaotic signal
difference V(t)-V(t-τ) with a equivalent threshold voltage of 0 mV. Note that in this
comparison process there is no a real threshold needing to be tuned carefully. Herein, the time
lag τ corresponds to the mark of τ2 or τ3 shown in Fig. 1(a), and appropriate selection of the
lag is the key whether the differential comparison succeeds.

Fig. 3. Characteristics of the calculated temporal waveform V(t)-V(t-τ) through doing
subtraction between the measured chaotic signal V(t) and its delayed signal V(t-τ). (a) Time
series and (b) its associated statistical histogram. The Pearson’s median skewness coefficient
of the histogram is −0.001.

In our system, both τ2 and τ3 are set as 2.5 ns through a 0.5 m electrical delay line. At this
time, the correlation coefficient between the two differential input signals (i.e. V(t) and V(t-τ))
can be calculated to be 0.0003 from Fig. 2(d). Under this condition, they can be considered to
be nearly independent with each other and their difference will have a provable highly
symmetric amplitude distribution with a determined mean or media value equal to 0 mV [38].
To demonstrate this, we experimentally recorded a chaotic signal V(t) and its delayed signal
V(t-τ) and then calculated their difference. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) display the time series and
statistical histogram of the difference between the two chaotic signals, respectively. The
statistical histogram has a symmetric profile around 0 with a Pearson’s median skewness
coefficient of −0.001. This indicates that the differential comparison can yield balanced
logical “0” and “1” bits, although the measured chaotic signals unavoidably have a
asymmetric amplitude distribution and mean voltage drift mainly induced by thermal or
mechanical fluctuations. Thus, our system can avoid the difficulty in decision voltage
predetermination and careful tuning to generate a binary signal with a COM. Further, an
unbiased binary digital signal with a certain bit rate can be generated after a DFF samples the
COM output at the rising edge of CLK, whose rate is determined by the frequency of the
CLK frequency.
Certainly, the generated binary sequences only after these procedures above cannot be
used directly as random bits due to its inherited weak periodicity from the chaotic laser. So a
self-delay logical XOR operation in our system is executed between the two binary sequences
from the chaotic signal and its delayed signal with a proper time lag of τ1 to overcome this
limitation, as illustrated in the part of electrical circuit [Fig. 1(a)]. According to the
theoretically and experimentally demonstrated criterion about the delay time selection [39],
the weak periodicity can be eliminated completely as long as the corresponding
autocorrelation coefficient of chaotic signal at τ1 is less than 0.007. In our prototype
generator, the time lag τ1 is set as 5 ns, around which the correlation coefficient is about 0.001
[Fig. 2(d)].
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Figures 4(a) and 4(b) are the photographs of the final continuous random bit steam output
from the XOR gate and the associated eye diagram, measured with the CLK frequency set to
4.5 GHz and recorded by the real time oscilloscope with a 6 GHz bandwidth and 40 GS/s
sample rate. Obviously, the random bit signal is in a non-return-to-zero (NRZ) format and has
a bit rate of 4.5 Gbps determined by the CLK frequency. Its eye diagram is opened well, that
indicates a good performance.

Fig. 4. Photographs of the generated random bit stream after a XOR operation recorded by a
real time oscilloscope (LeCroy SDA806Zi-A) when the CLK frequency is set to 4.5 GHz. (a)
Temporal waveforms, where these units in vertical and horizontal axes are 200 mV/div and 5
ns/ div, respectively; (b) Eye diagram, where these units in vertical and horizontal axes are 200
mV/div and 37 ps/ div, respectively.

3.3 Randomness verification and stability analysis

Fig. 5. Bitmap image constructed from 500 × 500 bits of the generated random bit stream with
a 4.5 Gbps bit rate. Here, blue and white dots denote logical bits ‘1’ and ‘0’, respectively.

Fig. 6. (a) Bias |e[N]| versus the sample size of the generated 4.5 Gbps random bit sequence;
The red line in (a) is its three-standard-deviation line, 3σe = (3N-1/2)/2 where N = 1, 2, 3, …, 16
Mbits. (b) Autocorrelation coefficient C[K] as a function of the delay bit K for a 16 × 106 bit
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stream with a 4.5 Gbps bit rate versus 4.5 Gbps random bit sequence after the XOR operation,
respectively; The red lines in (b) is corresponding three-standard-deviation line, 3σc = 3N-1/2
where N = 16 Mbits.

In this section, we consider the statistical property of the finally acquired random bit streams
above. Here, we point out that a high level in the random bit streams is encoded into a logical
‘1’ and otherwise a logical ‘0’ is coded in our analyses.
A true random bit sequence should be bias-free and mutually independent. A qualitative
verification of statistical randomness can be characterized by constructing 500 × 500 bits of
the generated random bit stream into a bitmap image [Fig. 5], where we can see clearly the
bitmap image exhibits no apparent pattern or bias. Further, we give a quantitative
demonstration by calculating the bias |e[N]| of the random bit stream (expressed as a[n]) as
the sample size N and the normalized autocorrelation coefficient C[k] of a[n] as a function of
the delay bit k, respectively. |e[N]| and C [k] are defined as below:
e[ N ] = a[n ] −

C[k ] =

a[ n ]a[ n + k ]

( a 2 [n ]

−

1
,
2

(1)

a[ n ]

- a[ n ]

2

)

2

,

(2)

where, <⋅> represents the statistically evaluated proportion of ‘1’ in the random bit stream.
Figure 6(a) depicts the calculated |e[N]| versus different N from 1M bits to 16M bits, while
C[k] versus k for a[n] with N = 16M bits is shown in Fig. 6(b). For a finite length of ideal
independent random bit sequence, a Gaussian distribution estimation ¥ (0, σ2) is widely used
to evaluate its randomness, where the standard deviation σ equals to (N-1/2)/2 for the estimate
of e[N] but is equivalent to N-1/2 for the estimate of C[k] [15, 25, 26, 28, 29]. When these two
estimates of e[N] and C[k] keeps below their own three-standard-deviations written as 3σe and
3σc, the evaluated random bit sequence can be considered to be statistically unbiased and
independent. It can be clearly conðrmed from Fig. 6 that our generated 4.5 Gbps random bit
sequence obeys these three-standard-deviation criteria.

Fig. 7. Typical results of NIST statistical tests. Using 1000 samples of 1 Mb data and
significance level β = 0.01, for “Success”, the P-value (uniformity of p-values) should be
larger than 0.0001 and the proportion should be greater than 0.9805608.

To better qualify the statistical randomness of our generator, we use the more stringent
industry-standard statistical test suites provided by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) [34]. The NIST test suite contains 15 types of statistical tests and each
test is based on a calculated statistical p-value, a function of the data being tested. The passing
criterion is determined by the length of the tested bit sequence N and the significant level β. In
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our tests, N = 1000 samples of 1 Mb data are applied and α is chosen to be 0.01. In this case,
when the proportion of the sequences satisfying p-value > β is in the range of (1-β) ± {3 × [(1β) β/n]1/2} = 0.99 ± 0.0094392 and the uniformity of the p-values (i.e. the P-value) is larger
than 0.0001, the sequences are considered to be random. Figure 7 is a typical result of NIST
tests, where the left and right diagram shows the passed proportion and P-value of each tests,
respectively. The numbers from 1 to 15 on the horizontal axis represent 15 different statistical
tests in NIST test suite, which are named as ‘Frequency’, ‘Block frequency’, ‘Cumulative
sums’, ‘Runs’, ‘Longest-run’, ‘Rank’, ‘FFT’, ‘Non-periodic templates’, ‘Overlapping
templates’, ‘Universal’, ‘Approximate entropy’, ‘Random excursions’, ‘Random excursions
variant’, ‘Serial’ and ‘Linear Complexity’, respectively.
Finally, the stability of our generator is analyzed through monitoring the frequency of ‘0’
bits, which is a good real-time indicator of the randomness of the bit sequence [40]. In the
experiment, we recorded a 1 Mb random bit sequence every two minutes to measure its
frequency. According to the NIST tests, only a deviation value of 0.13% in the frequency is
allowed in this condition. Figure 8 is a typical frequency of ‘0’ bits for the 4.5 Gbps physical
random bit generator as a function of time, where the dash lines show the range 50.00 ±
0.13%. This demonstrates that our system can operate stably at least 24 hours.

Fig. 8. Measured frequency of ‘0’ bits for the 4.5 Gbps physical random bit generator. Note
that the dash lines show the range 50.00 ± 0.13%.
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4. Discussions and conclusions

Fig. 9. Photographs of the temporal waveforms (left column, -I) and associated eye diagrams
(right column, -II) of the generated random bit streams at different rates of 1 Gbps, 2 Gbps, 3
Gbps and 4 Gbps, which are also measured and recorded with the 6 GHz bandwidth real time
oscilloscope(LeCroy SDA806Zi-A). (a) 1 Gbps, (b) 2Gbps, (c) 3 Gbps and (d) 4 Gbps.

One critical factor for many applications of a random generator is the bit rate. The rate in our
generator is primarily determined by the frequency of the external trigger clock [CLK shown
in Fig. 1(a)]. Through adjusting the repetition frequency of the clock, we can tune the bit rate
continuously from 0 to 4.5 Gbps. Figure 9 shows several typical random steam waveforms at
different bit rates from our generator and associated measured eye diagrams, where the clock
frequency is set to (a) 1 GHz, (b) 2 GHz, (c) 3 GHz and (d) 4 GHz, respectively. This merit of
tunability is very useful to efficiently realize absolutely secure communications, because the
data rate diversity in the communication networks needs a cipher stream with matched rates
to encrypt plaintexts. Herein, we point out that the highest bit rate of our generator can reach
4.5 Gbps, which is mainly limited by the bandwidth of the applied electrical comparator
(COM, ADCMP567, 5 GHz equivalent bandwidth). This generation rate of 4.5Gbps has a
great practical significance, although it is not very fast. For example, it is sufficient for onetime pad encryption in the widely used Synchronous Optical Network/Synchronous Digital
Hierarchy (SONET/SDH) with a typical data rate below than 2.5 Gbps. Much higher
generation rate can be obtained with the use of faster components and broader bandwidth
optical chaos.
Another considered factor for a random generator in practice is its size. The trend in the
modern communication systems is towards integration and miniaturization. Regrettably, our
current real-time implementation has a overall size of 30 × 26 × 12 cm3. The occurrence of
such a large size is because all of the components in our prototype is discrete and connected
via optical fibers or electrical cables. In fact, these components including the chaotic laser,
electrical comparators and flip-flops have great potential to be integrated, which will help to
highly reduce the overall size. For instance, S. Sunada et al. [41] and A. Argyris et al. [42]
demonstrated that the chaotic laser, the most difficult part to be diminished in size, can be
integrated into a chip within a few mm scale by using the photonic integrated circuits. The
miniaturization of the proposed prototype into a chip will be one of our future works.
In summary, a prototype of high-speed real-time physical random bit generator based on a
chaotic semiconductor laser is achieved and demonstrated to work efficiently. There are two
significant merits of our system favorable for practical applications. First, it can output stably
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continuous random bit stream in real time, with no need of any off-line processing. Second,
its bit generation rate can be continuously tuned up to 4.5 Gbps through handily varying the
repetition rate of the external trigger clock. Our system can provide a random bit source for
secure communication and cryptography.
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